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Email snippets
It has been so pleasant to again experience the excellent service of our long association with Pincus Matz.  
Thank you! I have, and will continue to recommend you as Attorneys of Excellence. Alan Hurford

A time to adapt to 
the new normal
While the Covid-19 pandemic has thrown some radical 

challenges at the world, Pincus Matz has made the 

adjustments that are necessary for us to serve our 

clients in accordance with the official regulations. 

Alison Tooley, who manages our IT division, has 

ensured that systems are in place to cope with online 

and telephonic consultations. Appointments can 

also be made for personal consultations if and when 

necessary — masks and regular sanitser included!

Clients can contact us about property transactions, 

personal and commercial matters on Mondays to 

Fridays from 9am to 4pm, and also to discuss the 

progress and appropriate action for matters that 

require collaboration from the civil services, eg. Deeds 

Office and Master’s Office and Courts.

We wish you all good health at this time!

We miss our time together!
The Greatest Little Birthday Club in Town sends very happy birthday greetings 

to all our friends, clients and colleagues who have celebrated their birthdays 

during the lockdown. We miss the special celebrations that we have enjoyed 

with you in the past, and look forward to seeing you all again when your 

health and ours, is no longer at risk. May the years ahead be kind and gentle 

to you all.

Following on from our 90th celebrations last year, we believe that the 

attributes of rose gold relate so well to the history and character of 

Pincus Matz. At the time that Pincus Matz was founded, rose gold was a 

fashionable choice in jewelry and brands like Cartier featured it prominently 

in their lines. As a metal it is strong and does not tarnish. It has value and 

is easy to maintain. It is versatile and pairs well with other metals and 

gemstones. As a colour, rose gold is associated with style and elegance 

and is considered a ‘gender neutral’ hue. Its appeal is broad, and today it 

features on everything from cellphones to cars ... and even on marketing 

products of the boutique law firm in Wynberg called Pincus Matz!

Why we chose Rose Gold as our 2020 colour

It’s time to say hello! 
Pincus Matz would like to introduce four ladies who joined the firm some time 

ago, but who you may not have had the opportunity to meet yet.

Faiza Cader
Admin Assistant

Litigation

Chelcie Erasmus
Candidate Attorney

Delores Fritz
Affectionately 

known as Lolly!

Nuha Jacobs
Admin Assistant
Wills and Estates

After 18 years in retail I needed 
a new challenge and joined 
Pincus Matz. I have always had a 
passion for law, and have joined 
a firm. that believes in its people 
and has great respect for clients 
— always taking others needs 
into consideration. At home I 
enjoy cooking and taking care 
of people, so my role to ensure 
that the domestic side of the 
firm is up to standard, suits me. 
I am honoured to be part of this 
dynamic team and the diversity 
that it stands for, and I hope to 
grow and improve myself within 
the company.

       I am a mother 
  of 3 beautiful children and love 
 spending time with my family. I enjoy 
dancing and listening to music. I joined PM 
nearly 2 years ago as an admin assistant in 
the estates department and I am still enjoying 
every moment of what I do. I have learnt so 
 much since I came here and had only the best 
  guidance and support from my team. 
   We are like one big family and 
      that’s what I love the most!

I completed my BCom law 
degree in 2019. I am currently 
a legal administrator at Pincus 
Matz. One reason I particularly 
enjoy this job and the 
environment I work in, as well as 
the challenges that go along with 
it, is the opportunity to connect 
with people. My real strength is 
my attention to detail. I pride 
myself on my reputation for 
following through and meeting 
deadlines. When I commit to 
doing something, I make sure it 
gets done. My hobbies include 
spending time with family and 
spending time with nature.

                                       I am an LLB graduate 
                   from the University of the Western 
    Cape. I am currently completing my articles 
  at Pincus Matz and aim to become an admitted  
 attorney. I am a charismatic individual who loves 
 interacting with people. As a team player I work 
   well with others, and am capable of assisting 
   in any area. I have a ‘never quit’ attitude, and 
     my grit and determination enable me to 
     always do my best. Away from the office, I 
       enjoy a number of recreational activities 
                         from sports to gardening — 
                         and love the outdoors.

Singing Happy Birthday with a face-mask covering your 

mouth, while standing a socially acceptable distance 

away from others, has become the new normal. Since we 

cannot enjoy our usual monthly staff lunches and birthday 

celebrations in the Pincus Matz boardroom we have had to 

come up with another plan. At the agreed hour, we all come 

out of our offices to sing Happy Birthday and offer our best 

wishes to the colleagues who celebrated birthdays. One of 

the firm traditions at Pincus Matz remains: and that is that 

you receive a box of chocolates at your birthday celebration. 

Through all the changes, Pincus Matz remains “Serious about 

Law and Passionate about People!”

When it’s time to sing Happy Birthday ...

It has been a time of good wishes  
Our very best wishes go to Alison Tooley, Melanie Wilson, Chelcie Erasmus, Laverne Nolan, Les Masterson

and Amanda Ndwayana who all celebrated their birthdays recently. 

PINCUS MATZ IS A LEVEL 2 
CONTRIBUTOR TO B-BBEE

A woman’s relationship with time isn’t determined by what she does or 
how much she is able to accomplish. Rather it’s determined by how she 
feels about what she does. Carolyn Castleberry


